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Power System Reliability
System
Security

System
Adequacy

Power
System
Reliability

 A Power System is Secure if it can withstand a loss (or potentially multiple losses) of
key power supply components such as generators or transmission links.
 System Adequacy refers to the issue of whether there is sufficient installed capacity to
meet the electric load.
 The metrics that are used for adequacy evaluation include the loss of load probability
(LOLP) and the loss of load expectation (LOLE).
• LOLP is the probability that the load will exceed the available generation at a given time.
• LOLE is the expected number of hours or days, during which the load will not be met over a
defined time period.
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Introduction to Capacity Value Concept
Gn

 System adequacy is achieved with a combination of different
generators that may have significantly different characteristics.
 Capacity Value is the contribution that a given generator makes
to overall system adequacy. It can be defined as the amount of
additional load that can be served due to the addition of the
generator, while maintaining the existing levels of reliability.
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System
Adequacy

 While LOLP criterion gives only an indication of generation capacity shortfall and lacks
information on the importance and duration of the outage; the contribution that any given
generator makes to overall system adequacy, as measured by LOLE, or similar reliability
metric is called the Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC).
 A generator’s ELCC is the additional load which the system can support on the addition of
the new generation, while maintaining the same LOLE level. ELCC is the standard metric by
which the capacity value is judged.
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Factors Affecting Capacity Value Calculation
 For thermal units, the primary characteristics that influence the overall system adequacy are
the units’ available capacity and FORs (forced outage rates).
 Long-term FORs are typically available by type and size of unit, compiled from a large data
set of similar units.
 With respect to wind power, the relationship between the wind and the load is a key factor
to be captured by the calculation method. The correlation between wind and load is site
dependent. In some areas there is a diurnal and/or seasonal wind pattern.
 Although the hourly correlation between wind and load can be nearly zero, there may be a
considerable correlation among wind and load data when grouped according to rank.
 This implies the existence of systematic patterns of wind generation during system peaks
and other time periods that cannot be ignored and the Capacity Value can be determined
as correlation of wind generation with system load, along with the adjustments for outage rates
and forecasting errors.
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CV calculation methodologies used in US & Australia (1)
Capacity Value is dependent not only on the method employed but it also on the specific
characteristics of the region/country. In particular, the characteristics of the wind regime and
the characteristics of the demand profile, e.g. whether peak demand occurs in winter or
summer. Methods employed by different utilities in North America are:

ELCC/LOLP/LOLE Method
Several Approximations as listed below

Risk Based Method

California RPS Method
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Garver’s
Approximation

Time-Period Based Method

Peak Period Method

Z-Statistical Method
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CV calculation methodologies used in US & Australia (2)
Region/Utility

Method

Details
For three years, plant output that equals or exceeds 70% of period between 4:00 and
9:00 p.m. for Jan-March, and Nov. and Dec.; and between 1:00 and 6:00 p.m. from April
through October. (Diversity benefit adder if wind area capacity credit higher than
individual wind project. Various adjustments if wind project operating less than three
years)
Jun-Aug Hour Ending 3 p.m.-7 p.m., local time, capacity factor using 3-year rolling
average (13%, fold in actual data when available).

CAISO

Peak Period

PJM

Peak Period

ERCOT

ELCC

ELCC based on random wind data, compromising correlation between wind and load
(8.7%)

NY ISO

Peak Period

Wind’s capacity factor between 2-6 p.m., June through August, and 4-8p.m., December
through February

Southwest Power
Pool

Z-Statistic Method Top 10% loads/month; 85th percentile

Mid-west ISO

ELCC

New England ISO

Peak Period

Alberta ESO

Peak Period

AEMO
(South Australia)

Z-Statistic Method
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Capacity credit currently 12.9% of rated capacity in 2011 and 14.9% in 2012.
For existing wind: wind’s capacity factor between 2-6 p.m., June through September and
6-7 p.m. from October through May. For new wind: based on summer and winter wind
speed data, subject to verification by ISO New England and adjusted by operating
experience.
The capacity value for wind power has been given a 20% value until further studies
determine a better value or method.
Top 10% loads/month; 85th percentile
Average wind contribution to peak in Summer – 8.3%, in Winter – 7.5%
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Our Approach – Peak Period Based Method (1)
Peak Period method is a quite simplified approach to calculate capacity value of wind. This
approach does not differentiate between criticality of hours, i.e. all hours are equally critical. This
approach has many variations and is easy to implement. The variation is primarily dependent on
selection of approach for the calculation of critical hours.
The approach follows simple steps. First, critical hours are determined based on either or all of
the below mentioned criteria:

 Peak hour definition of the region during certain months
 Hours that has high system demand like top 10% peak hours
 Hours with maximum amount of load shedding as they generally reflect hours with lowest
reliability or hours critical for system stability
 Hours with high merchant power prices
 Hours when system had lowest operating reserve margin
Second step involves calculation of average capacity factor or dispatch factor of wind plant in
those critical hours. The calculated capacity factor represents average availability of wind plant
during the hours when system reliability was lowest or capacity value of wind plant. The criteria
for the selection of critical hours can vary from region to region, depending on importance of one
or more factor listed above.
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Our Approach – Peak Period Based Method (2)
Given the limited availability of data, we have used Peak Period based methodology for
the calculation of capacity value of wind under this project:

Estimation of Critical Hours
• For Example, based on Peak Hour Definition (as given
by DISCOMs in Time of Day (ToD) tariff)

Scenario
1,2,3 &4

Review of Wind Profile
• Average hourly capacity factor for the selected wind
turbine

Estimation of Wind Capacity Value
• Average capacity factor in critical hours which
represents Capacity Value of wind plant for a site
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Scenario 1 - Determination of ‘Critical Hours’ and Capacity Value

For this analysis we will estimate critical hours based on time periods having lowest
system reliability by taking Time of Day tariff definition of Peak hours from resp. States:

1

• Identify peak hours for each day for each state based on ToD data submitted by
DISCOMs to regulatory commission.

2

• Assign priority coefficient to each of the peak hours based on the average met load
value of the corresponding peak hour in last 3 years.

3

• Calculate capacity factor of wind plant for the identified sites for each hour based on 3
year wind distribution data.

4

• Calculate the weighted average capacity factor of the wind plant for the critical hours
identified above.

5

• The weighted average capacity factor thus calculated in the above step will be the
Capacity Value of the plant under consideration.
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Scenario 2 - Determination of ‘Critical Hours’ and Capacity Value

For this analysis we will estimate critical hours by considering top 10% hours in LDC
plotted using Met Load:

1

• Identify top 10% of hours having highest system ‘met demand’ ie top 10% of hours
after plotting LDC in descending order

2

• Assign priority coefficient to each of the peak hours based on the average met load
value of the corresponding peak hour in last 3 years.

3

• Calculate capacity factor of wind plant for the identified sites for each hour based on 3
year wind distribution data.

4

• Calculate the weighted average capacity factor of the wind plant for the critical hours
identified above.

5

• The weighted average capacity factor thus calculated in the above step will be the
Capacity Value of the plant under consideration.
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Scenario 3 - Determination of ‘Critical Hours’ and Capacity Value
For Tamil Nadu
For this analysis we will estimate critical hours by considering top 10% hours in LDC
plotted using Met + UnMet Load:

1

• Identify top 10% of hours having highest system ‘met+ unmet demand’ ie top 10% of
hours after plotting LDC in descending order

2

• Assign priority coefficient to each of the peak hours based on the average
met+unmet load value of the corresponding peak hour in last 3 years.

3

• Calculate capacity factor of wind plant for the identified sites for each hour based on 3
year wind distribution data.

4

• Calculate the weighted average capacity factor of the wind plant for the critical hours
identified above.

5

• The weighted average capacity factor thus calculated in the above step will be the
Capacity Value of the plant under consideration.
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Scenario 4 - Determination of ‘Critical Hours’ and Capacity Value
For this scenario, critical hours were estimated based on time periods having lowest
system reliability by taking common hours from the ToD tariff definition of Peak hours for
selected states.

1

• Identify peak hours for each day for each state based on ToD data submitted by
DISCOMs to regulatory commission and further identify common peak hours for the
selected states.

2

• Assign priority coefficient to each of the peak hours based on the average met load
value of the corresponding peak hour in last 3 years.

3

• Calculate capacity factor of wind plant for the identified sites for each hour based on 3
year wind distribution data.

4

• Calculate the weighted average capacity factor of the wind plant for the critical hours
identified above.

5

• The weighted average capacity factor thus calculated in the above step will be the
Capacity Value of the plant under consideration.
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Model Assumptions
The scenario analysis described in previous slides is based on the following assumptions:

 There is 100% power evacuation for the wind generation in the state. Though, practically it is
observed that in states like Tamil Nadu, the grid penetration of the wind generation reduces
with an increase in wind generation.
 In scenario 1, 2 and 3 inter state transmission congestion has been assumed and state demand
has been considered for computation of capacity value. In scenario 4, it is assumed that all
inter-state transmission constraints will be resolved in the coming years (by end of 12th Five
Year Plan) thus no such constraints between states have been incorporated in the modelling
 ToD definition of peak hours represents the best estimate of critical hours for system reliability
under scenario 1 and 4
 Average hourly generation of wind plants for all three years (FY10 to FY12) has been computed
using wind resource data obtained from AWS Truepower
 The wind frequency distribution and density has been converted into potential power
generation for each wind area by using the power curve of G97 Gamesa wind turbine as it
represents the wider turbine installation base in India.
• Hub-height of 90m has been considered for the calculation

 Representatives sites in each state has been assumed to represent wind capacity value of all
the wind plants in the state
icfi.com
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Model Limitations
The scenario analysis described in previous slides is based on the following limitations:

 Met load data has been used due to un-met load data unavailability. In ideal case we would
have preferred to use ‘unrestricted demand data’ which is sum of ‘met load’ and ‘power
shortages’. Since power shortage data is estimated and not readily available, obtaining
accurate unrestricted demand data estimates from Government offices like SLDCs appears
significantly time intensive
 For Scenario 2, use of met load data could present a potential error in estimation of Critical
hours as it does not include shortage or scheduled outages. In case shortages (or load
shedding) are quite significant, use of met load data can result in significant error in estimating
critical hours.
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Selection of Wind Turbines , obtaining power curves and
calculating wind power generation
 With the help of wind resource data obtained from AWS Truepower (for FY10, FY11 and FY12),
we have calculated average generation of wind plants for hours all round the year for the sites
tabulated below.
 These stations have been selected in such a way so as to capture the geographic diversity in
the wind resource. Appropriate power curves have been used to convert wind frequency
distribution and density into potential power generation for each wind area.
 Selection of technology: for each site we have presented results for a 2 MW Gamesa turbine:
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S. No.

State

No. of
sites

1

Rajasthan

2

2

Gujarat

2

3

Tamil Nadu

2

4

Andhra Pradesh

2

5

Maharashtra

2

6

Karnataka

2

Major Wind Farm Areas
Jaisalmer
Ludurwa
Kutch
Saurashtra
Mupandal
Coimbatore
Anantpur
Ramasagaram
Satara
Somnath Nagar
Chitradurgh
Gadak
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Preliminary Results – Tamil Nadu
 Capacity value of wind for typical wind turbine at tower height of 90 mt
 Peak hours identified (for Scenario 1) as per time of day (ToD) tariff of TN DISCOMs: 6 AM to 9
AM + 6 PM to 11 PM (total of 8 hours per day)
MUPANDAL
Quarter

Scenario 1 Capacity
Value_Met Load

Scenario 2
Capacity Value_top 10%
Met Load

Scenario 3
Capacity Value top 10% Met +
UnMet Load

Scenario 4
Capacity
Value_National Load

Capacity
Factor

Q1

45.6%

54.1%

49.7%

45.9%

45.5%

Q2

43.3%

50.8%

46.6%

43.6%

43.4%

Q3

31.4%

28.3%

32.2%

31.5%

31.0%

Q4

24.3%

21.5%

16.7%

23.8%

23.2%

Annual

36.3%

48.0%

18.8%

36.0%

35.8%

COIMBATORE
Quarter

Capacity Value_Met
Load

Capacity Value_top
10% Met Load

Capacity Value top
10% Met + UnMet
Load

Scenario 4
Capacity
Value_National Load

Capacity Factor

Q1

42.9%

55.3%

47.2%

43.2%

42.1%

Q2

41.4%

53.3%

48.8%

42.0%

41.2%

Q3

23.9%

22.7%

25.1%

26.7%

23.7%

Q4

19.4%

20.3%

14.0%

22.2%

17.0%

Annual

32.2%

49.6%

15.6%

33.3%

31.1%

Q1: Apr-Jun; Q2: Jul-Sep; Q3: Oct-Dec; Q4: Jan-March
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Preliminary Results – Tamil Nadu (Scenario 1)
Observations and Comments
 Tamil Nadu has high availability of wind during months of April to September (i.e. Q1 and Q2)
 Average Capacity Factor (CF) for wind plant during months of Q1 and Q2 is around 41% to 46%
depending on the site/location
 Historically, months of April to September have seen relatively lower power shortage levels as
compared to Q4 and Q3 months
 Also, unrestricted demand, estimated based on unmet load data or shortages and met load, is
highest during Q4 months
 Thus Q4 months become more critical when it comes to reliability planning for grid operations
 Thus based on Scenario 1 calculations (Q4), we estimate that capacity value of wind for
Mupandal is ~24% and for Coimbatore is ~19%
 Capacity value calculated for each quarter represents ~8% of hours in a year
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Preliminary Results – Tamil Nadu (Scenario 2)
Observations and Comments
 In Q3 and Q4, Tamil Nadu experiences very high level of load shedding/shortages resulting in
low “demand met”
 Whereas in Q1 and Q2, with low levels of power demand and high wind availability “demand
met” is significant
 If we were to take results of Scenario 2 as they are, capacity value of wind would be around
50% to 55% and this would be incorrect representation
 Thus, based on estimations of unrestricted demand level, average capacity value in Q4 better
represents capacity value of wind plants
 Capacity value of wind for Mupandal is in the range of 21% to 22% and for Coimbatore is
~20%
 In this scenario, limitation due to unavailability of proper power shortage data, which can be
used to estimate unrestricted demand, poses a challeng and could lead to significant error in
estimating capacity value of wind. This can be observed from results of Scenario 3
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Preliminary Results – Tamil Nadu (Scenario 3)
Observations and Comments
Since the Un-Met load data for Tamil Nadu was available, a third scenario comparing wind generation
and the (Met + Un-Met) load has been developed
 The results for this scenario are quite interesting and in-line with observations made in Scenario 2
 Annual Capacity value for plants in Mupandal and Coimbatore is in the range of 15% to 20%
 As can be seen in the graph below, frequency distribution of the top 10% load hours (of a year)
over different months differs significantly in the two scenarios.
 In Scenario 2, months May to Aug represents the maximum load hours which match well with
wind generation and hence result in higher capacity value compared to Scenario 3 in which Jan to
March months happens to represent maximum load hours.
 This scenario indicates the importance of shortage data in better estimation of capacity value of
wind plants.

Frequency distribution
of top 10% load hours
under Scenario 2 and 3

Frequency

500
400
300
200
100
0

Jan

Feb

Scenario 2
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Preliminary Results – Tamil Nadu (Scenario 4)
Observations and Comments
 As observed in historical trends, India’s total met energy demand peaks in last quarter of a
financial year ie in Q4 thus Q4 becomes critical quarter for this scenario
 Thus Q4 months become more critical when it comes to reliability planning for grid operations
 Annual Capacity value for plants in Mupandal is ~24% and Coimbatore is ~22%
 Capacity value calculated for each quarter represents ~7% of hours in a year
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Summary result for the selected six States
Summary of Wind Capacity Value from modeling analysis

S. No.

State

1

Tamil Nadu

2

Gujarat

3

Andhra
Pradesh

4

Maharashtra

5
6
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Karnataka
Rajasthan

Site

Capacity Value
Scenario 1

Capacity Value
Scenario 2

Capacity Value
Scenario 3

Capacity Value
Scenario 4

Muppandal

24-31%

21-28%

18-19%

~24%

Coimbatore

19-24%

20-23%

15-16%

~22%

Kutch

22-23%

~25%

-

~31%

Saurashtra

25-26%

~26%

-

~32%

Ramasagaram

25-27%

~17%

-

~25%

Anantapur

20-29%

~18%

-

~26%

Satara

26-41%

~30%

-

~25%

Somnath Nagar

21-33%

~26%

-

~21%

Chitradurg

30-31%

~25%

-

~29%

Gadak

18-19%

~17%

-

~19%

Jaisalmer

16-17%

~20%

-

~22%

Ludurwa

13-15%

~17%

-

~19%
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Snap Shot – Scenario 1 (Met Load - Chronological)

60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Rajasthan

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Tamil Nadu

Q3

Q4

Gujarat

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Andhra Pradesh

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Maharashtra

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Karnatka

Jaisalmer

Mupandal

Kutch

Ramasagram

Satara

Chitradurg

Ludarwa

Coimbatore

Saurashtra

Anantapur

Somnath Nagar

Gadak

Q1: Apr-Jun; Q2: Jul-Sep; Q3: Oct-Dec; Q4: Jan-March
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Snap Shot – Scenario 2 (Met Load – top 10% hours)

60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Rajasthan

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Tamil Nadu

Q3

Q4

Gujarat

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Andhra Pradesh

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Maharashtra

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Karnatka

Jaisalmer

Mupandal

Kutch

Ramasagram

Satara

Chitradurg

Ludarwa

Coimbatore

Saurashtra

Anantapur

Somnath Nagar

Gadak

Q1: Apr-Jun; Q2: Jul-Sep; Q3: Oct-Dec; Q4: Jan-March
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Overall capacity contribution of wind to national
generation mix over next five Planning periods
Summary of Wind Capacity Value from modeling analysis
Installed capacity (Wind)

2011*

2012

2016

2021

2026

2031

NAPCC Compliant

14,986

17,986

35,266

75,266

1,40,266

2,25,266

*ending year of the corresponding National Five Year Plan

Summary of Wind Capacity Value from modeling analysis
Capacity Contribution of Wind

2011*

2012

2016

2021

2026

2031

NAPCC Compliant

3,583

4,323

8,668

18,536

33,928

54,373

*ending year of the corresponding National Five Year Plan

Wind capacity contribution to overall
generation - NAPCC wind capacity
target compliant case
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Factors affecting capacity value of wind and limiting
the results of this study
This study has been undertaken with limited availability of power demand data. Since all states, except Gujarat,
considered in this analysis represent a power deficit scenario, the actual power demand of the states could be
potentially higher. In an ideal scenario, a correlation of unrestricted demand (un-met + met) power demand
with wind power generation should have been used for estimation of wind capacity value. Some of these
factors that would affect the results of a capacity value study are as follows –

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Long term monthly power demand pattern and demand scenario
Long term power supply scenario
Daily load profile or change in peak hour definition as per ToD
Transmission or power evacuation constraints
Size and efficiency of turbine
Wind farm site selection
Additive effect of wind generation within a wind farm
Curtailment of wind energy
Wake effect in wind farm
Scenario with firming up of wind power with other sources
Impact of grid integration
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The Way forward and Recommendations
Inclusion in Regular Capacity Planning exercise

 The current study provides an estimate of the range of Wind Capacity Value for various wind rich
sites in the country and reinforces the need for incorporating wind power contribution to the
India’s National power capacity planning. However, the study is based on several assumptions as
discussed in the section above.
 In order to precisely compute the capacity value contribution of the installed and planned wind
generation capacity in the country, there is need for a more detailed and stochastic study through
pertinent probabilistic models (such as ICF’s SRA Model). Such detailed study should estimate the
capacity contribution of all RE sources including Wind Solar and Solar-Wind hybrid.
Significant data requirement and stakeholder’s involvement

 To carry out a robust analysis using a model, at the minimum, the following data may be required:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
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Unrestricted demand data for each state at hourly level
Shortage data for each state at hourly level
Unrestricted load profile of each state at hourly level
Monthly average forced outage rate of generators
Hourly wind turbine dispatch profile for each of the wind turbine installed in the country
Conventional and non-conventional plant average monthly availability
Historical data on plant wise mean time to failure and mean time to repair
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The Way forward and Recommendations (cntd.)
Policy and Regulatory Support

A higher capacity value of wind and thus a larger avoidable coal capacity can be achieved through a
number of policy and regulatory measures. Few such measures would include the following –
 Structuring of larger balancing areas: As suggested, a larger balancing area can help to harness
the wind capacity during all possible peak demand periods. There is a requirement to consider an
optimal dispatch of state, central and private sector plants together with a single system operator
at least at a regional level. Such a mechanism will help to increase the availability of wind
generation and also help to overcome the variability. This is expected to lead to higher capacity
contribution from RE sources including wind.
 Development of system operation protocols for a high RE system: A greater penetration of RE
needs to be supported by the forecasting, scheduling and accounting protocols by the SLDCs and
RLDCs. Such systems would help to provide a higher availability of RE with a substantial decrease
in the instances of back down of RE generators. An estimation of capacity value of RE would also
help to establish a bare minimum generation schedule that can be available from RE units during
peak demand period in any state.
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Stochastic Resource Adequacy Model (SRAM)
 SRAM is a probabilistic resource adequacy model developed to analyze the impact of
uncertainties in load forecasts, generator forced outages and variable energy resources
on system reliability and wholesale power prices.
 SRAM is capable of:
• Probabilistic Multi-Regional Resource Adequacy Analysis (LOLP, LOLH etc.)
• Scarcity Pricing Analysis
• Calculating Effective Load Carrying Capability of Intermittent Resources
 SRAM employs sequential Monte Carlo approach to quantify the risks associated with
supply and demand related uncertainties. The random variables accounted for in the
model include forced outage rate of generators, wind turbine dispatch profiles, load
uncertainty.
 In analyzing scarcity prices SRAM works in tandem with our other modeling tools (e.g.
IPM, GEMAPS, PSLF).
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SRAM PROCESS
 The model simulates hourly load and wind
generation profiles based on pre-defined
stochastic process.
 Next, the model for each sequential hour
within a year under consideration, randomly
determines individual generation unit online
status based on that unit’s historical mean
time to failure (MTTF) and mean time to
repair (MTTR) statistics.
 After sufficient number of iterations, the
model calculates and reports information
about the main parameters of sampling
distribution of the reliability indices along
with indices of the key drivers such as load,
supply and wind output.
 SRAM database includes detailed information
on forced and scheduled outages, unit
capacities, wind profiles and hourly demand
profiles.
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